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You have chosen to use your spa to the fullest for the whole year?  

We have some small precautions to suggest to you in order to avoid breakage that could occur due to 

freezing or lack of power. 

 

 Check with your insurance company to make sure your spa is an insurable asset.  

 Have a backup heating system on hand in case of mechanical failure. See the preventive procedure   

 Have at least four (4) gallons of non-toxic antifreeze on hand in case a power outage forces the spa to shut down.  

 Despite the cold weather, make sure to treat your water regularly to avoid the risk of contamination.  

 Make sure to remove the snow from your spa cover regularly: it can only support a maximum weight of one hundred (100) 

pounds.  

 If you are going on an extended vacation, be sure that someone is taking care of your spa and that this person knows what to 

do in case of breakdown. If not, close the spa before you leave.  

 Drain your spa one last time before the first freeze (early December) so that it is safe to do so.  

 Thoroughly clean all the components of your spa; this way you will start the winter with cleaner water and easier to maintain, 

since you cannot change the water in the spa in winter because of the risk of freezing.  

 Have a complete water analysis done at the beginning of the new season to get your spa off to a good start.  

 Check your spa every day.  

 Make sure you have spare fuses on hand. 

 You can also find many answers to your questions in our Help Center 

IMPORTANT 

If a service call must be made in winter, you must ensure that you have a clearance of 18’’ all around 
the spa, including the ice at the bottom of the panels, in order to be able to remove them easily if 

necessary. 

 

We wish you a nice winter and the best of luck with your spa!  

The Trevi team 

PRECAUTIONS 

https://espaceclient.trevi.com/detaillants/papeterie/Procedure_preventive_eviter_tuyauterie_spa_gele_EN.pdf
https://support.trevi.ca/hc/en-ca/sections/4485362496791-Spa-technical-support

